Instructions: Playlist and Clip Creation Tool
1. You can access the “Playlist and Clip Creation Tool” from any video on your institution’s Video
Portal.
2. Complete the form with your name, e-mail address, playlist title and description (nonmandatory). The title and description will appear in your published playlist and can be edited
at any time. Click on “Save & Select Clips”.

3. Click on “Add a clip”
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4. Choose a video by either searching for a video from your institution’s licensed collection, or by
clicking on “Browse all videos”

5. Once you have selected a video, insert your clip’s title and description.
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6. Insert your clip start and end time by either:
a) manually including it as a time-code underneath the player and/or
b) by pressing play on the player and clicking “Capture Start” and “Capture Stop” at the
relevant times in the video.
Click on “Save Clip”.

7. If you require more clips to be added, click on “Add a new clip” and repeat steps 5 & 6 above.
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8. You can change the order of your clips by dragging and dropping them into different positions
on the playlist. You can also edit or delete each clip by clicking on “Edit” and “Delete”.
Once your playlist is finished, click on “Save and Preview”.

9. Preview your playlist.
If you wish to add more clips or edit your playlist, click on “Back”. If you wish to publish your
playlist, click on “Save”. Remember you can edit or delete your playlist at any time.
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10. Your playlist has now been created and two URLs have been created and e-mailed to you.
The first URL is your published playlist to be viewed or shared with others. The second URL
can be used to edit or delete your playlist at any time.

11. You can now view your published playlist and share this URL for others to view your playlist.
Do not share the Edit URL.
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